Chain-melting phase transition and short-range molecular interactions in phospholipid foam bilayers.
Occurrence of two-dimensional chain melting phase transition in foam bilayers was established for the first time. Microscopic horizontal foam bilayers [Newton black films (NBF)] were investigated by the microinterferometric method of Scheludko-Exerowa. The foam bilayers were formed from water-ethanol solutions of dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) and dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) and egg phosphatidylcholine (Egg PC) and samples of amniotic fluid (AF) at different temperatures. The influence of temperature on the foam bilayer thickness h(w) and on the critical concentration Cc for formation of foam bilayer was studied. It was shown that in the range of the main phase transition the temperature dependence of h(w) and C(c) changed specifically in the case of DMPC and DPPC foam bilayers. The thickness of the foam bilayers increased with decreasing temperature in the range of the main phase transition due to the melting of hydrocarbon tails of phospholipid molecules. These changes took place at the temperatures of the bulk chain-melting phase transitions, as determined by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) for both aqueous, and water/ethanol DMPC, DPPC, and DPPC dispersions. An effect of the 'disperse medium' on h(w) was found for foam bilayers from DPPC. The results that foam bilayers could have different thickness at different temperatures disproved the current concept that NBF acquired constant thickness at concentrations higher than C(el,cr). The data for Cc were analysed on the basis of the hole-nucleation theory of bilayer stability of Kashchiev and Exerowa. This theory considered the amphiphile bilayer as a two-dimensional ordered system with short-range molecular interactions between the first neighbour molecules (as in a crystal). The short-range molecular interactions were presented by the parameter binding energy Q of an amphiphile molecule in the bilayer. The binding energy Q of two neighbouring phospholipids was calculated for the gel (30-60 kT) and liquid crystalline state (16-18 kT) of the bilayers from DMPC, DPPC, Egg PC, AF. Concentration/temperature phase diagram of DPPC foam bilayers that defined regions of gaseous (ruptured), gel and liquid crystalline foam bilayers were drawn. The values of Q obtained for various samples were very close and vary from 5.3 x 10(-20) to 9.4 x 10(-20) (approx. 13-22 kT) which indicated that in all cases the foam bilayers were in liquid-crystalline state. This is an important result since the parameter studied-threshold concentration (threshold dilution) is crucial for a very successful assessment of the risk for respiratory distress syndrome (RDS) in newborns and could be employed in medicine for assessment of other respiratory disturbances. It is to be expected that foam bilayers from phospholipids could be used as a model for investigation of short-range forces in biological structures, of interaction between membranes, etc.